We propose a new algorithm for quantum database search. Our strategy is to partition the space of all possibilities into subspaces and use a judiciously chosen projection operator as a polarizer in every subspace to filter out the states which have the correct first n-2 qubits. Then we use Grover's algorithm to determine which one of the four survived states is the oracle. This algorithm has three advantages compared to the existing algorithms: It is exponentially fast; it zeros in to the oracle with probability one; and it admits an extra degree of freedom in the choice of the initial state.
A lot of studies have been focused on quantum computing in the past few years since Shor pointed out the possibility of solving factoring problems in polynomial time using quantum Fourier transformation [1] , and many exciting progresses have been made both in theoretical and experimental aspects [2] . Though it may not necessarily be true that classical algorithms developed for the many "hard" problems can all be speeded up by quantum algorithms, one does witness the emergence of many beautiful quantum algorithms with non-exponential or "relativistic" exponential speedup in the literature. One of the most famous among them is Grover's algorithm for solving the search problem in an unsorted database [3, 4] . The problem Grover's algorithm attempts to attack can be formulated as follows: Consider a database with N unsorted data and a given function f ω (x) :
That is, the return value of f ω is true only when the input is ω. The task then is to find the unknown state ω, otherwise known as the oracle, as fast as we can in the database, assuming that no additional information on the structure of the database pertinent to our search problem is available. (This is very much like finding the corresponding name of a listed number in a telephone directory: The phone book is alphabetically organized, but this information helps little in getting us the matched name of a particular telephone number.)
In a classical algorithm, it can take up to N −1 steps to get the right answer with probability 1. But in Grover's algorithm, one takes advantage of the fact that superposition of states is possible in quantum mechanics and makes use of this feature to reduce the required number of steps to an order of √ N. The price one pays for the efficiency is that the probability of arriving at the right answer is only close to but not exactly equal to one. (The only exception is when N = 4, in which case one can obtain the exact solution.) Our strategy in solving this same problem consists of two ingredients: (1) we first partition the database in a systematic way and then modify Grover's algorithm to drastically reduce the required number of steps to an order of log N, and (2) we make use of the exactness of the N = 4
case to get the solution with probability one.
Because of the essential importance of Grover's algorithm in our approach, we first give a brief review of this algorithm and indicate on how it will be modified to suit our purpose.
Following convention, we assume the quantum bits ("qubits" in short) are composed of two possible states |0 and |1 which correspond to the classical bits 0 and 1, respectively. In an n-qubits quantum database, the task is to find the state vector ω out from all the possible computational basis. (We note that the projection of ω on each basis vector is either zero or one. This is quite a simplification compared with an actual quantum mechanical state.)
Intuitively, the basic strategy is to enhance the probability amplitude of the oracle. For convenience of later discussion, one first introduces a state vector |s
which is an equally weighted superposition of all the possible states. Here, N is equal to 2 n and the Hilbert space is ⊗ n H 2 , with ⊗ and H 2 denoting the tensor product and the two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by |0 and |1 , respectively. |s can be prepared by applying the Hadmard transformation
to the initial qubit |0 in every constituent space H 2 . Then choose a single qubit |y as our register to be
Obviously, the effect of U f is to invert the phase of the oracle while leaving all the other states intact. If we query the state after one application of U f on |s , the success probability
Thus the U f operation enhances the probability of finding the oracle by four times compared to the case using a one-time blind guess. Grover's strategy is to repeat the operation of applying U f followed by 2 |s s| − 1 about √ N times to successively amplify the probability amplitude of finding the oracle. In fact, it has been rigorously proven that Grover's algorithm gives the optimal probability of finding the oracle after
√ N steps [6, 7] , with an
. (However, this in no way implies that one must at least perform
√ N steps of any conceivable quantum search algorithm to reach the same degree of accuracy.)
Another interesting result concerning Grover's algorithm is that it can hit the target in one step with probability 1 when N = 4. This well-known and seemingly trivial fact actually suggests one possible significant generalization: If we can somehow filter out all irrelevant but only four candidate states, then we can use Grover's algorithm to hit the target with 100 % probability!
The observation above suggests an alternative way to find the oracle: We may subdivide the total Hilbert space into
subspaces using the first n-2 qubits and then pinpoint the subspace containing the oracle. For convenience, we also adopt |s ⊗ |y as our initial state.
(Later we will show that other initial conditions will yield the same conclusion so that choosing the correct initial condition is not an issue here.) Also, we will drop the register qubit |y from now on to simplify the notation since it remains invariant after each operation.
The details of the algorithm are described below.
Let X be any n-2 qubit and define
The aforementioned equally weighted state |s is then
(Here, and from now on, ⊕ denotes the direct sum of subspaces and has nothing to do with the XOR operation. This ambiguity in the notations is meant to conform to the convention adopted in the literature only and presumably will not cause much confusion.) For our purpose, the Hilbert space
can be viewed as being equivalent to the direct sum of the
four-dimensional subspaces. For reasons that will become obvious shortly, we also introduce the following permutation operation acting on a four-dimensional space spanned by the column vectors
This permutation simply flips the last qubit.(|0 ↔ |1 for the last qubit). As an illustration, we take our oracle ω to be
where ω ′ is some n-2 qubit. Now we are ready for the proposed algorithm:
Step 1: Prepare the initial state |s
Step 2: Apply U f on |s , which results in :
Step 3: Do the permutation. We get
Step 4: Apply U f on the permuted state. Now it becomes
with a possible overall phase which can be ignored.
Step 5: Apply the projection operator U p = ⊕ X (|1 X )( X 1|) on the state |s ′ . This operation has the advantageous effect of filtering out all the |0 X and leaving only one |1 ω ′ , which has exactly the same first n − 2 qubits as ω. The projection is thus a polarizer with a well-defined direction in every subspace.
Here we must emphasize that the projection operator is not an unitary one. That is, the computation is irreversible because here we need a Hermitian operator which has an eigenvector with the corresponding eigenvalue zero, which is not allowed in unitary operation.
That is, the Hermitain operator U p can be regarded as the measurement of some observable.
This active measurement itself make the oracle the only possible output state. However, when we query the qubits, we can get the correct first n − 2 qubits.
Step 6: Do U f → permutation → U f again and we finally reach |0 ω ′ , which contains four equally weighted states. (This way, we quickly obtain the precise information about ω ′ .)
Step 7: Now we may use Grover's algorithm to the state we got from the indicated procedure. This admits us to reach the oracle in one step. (Note that in Grover's algorithm, we have to implement 2|s s| − 1. But in our algorithm, it is replaced by ⊕ X {(|0 X )( X 0|) − 1}.) Fig.1 shows the flow chart of the algorithm.
Having stated our algorithm, a few remarks are in order. Firstly, we note that the partition of the original Hilbert space as used above is optimal in some sense. For instance, if the partitioned subspaces have an odd dimension, then it is impossible to find a proper state vector |1 X that is equally weighted and orthogonal to |0 X . And if the subspaces are two-dimensional, the survived |1 ω ′ state contains only two states, which will permit us to get a right answer with a 50% probability only since the permutation introduced before can only cause an overall phase change of −1. The second thing to note is that our algorithm can be easily generalized to the case when multiple oracles need to be searched. In this case, the states vector becomes ω ′ |1 ω ′ after the step 6 (ignore the nomalization constant)
We can query one of the oracles after step 8, ω ′′ . Before doing the algorithm again, we adjust projection operator
to ascertain that we can query another different oracle next time. Repeat this until we can query nothing. Nevertheless, it is possible these oracles can differ only in either or both of the last two qubits, which invalidates our algorithm. This is due to our partition of the Hilbert space and can be corrected by another partition and then new |0 X and |1 X
Now X denotes the last n-2 qubits. Corresponding adjustment of permutation and projection operators should be done. Repeat the above process we can get all the oracles.
Regarding the partitioning of the Hilbert space to facilitate the search procedure, we note that an approach different from ours has also been reported recently by Chen and Diao [8] .
In their approach, a dynamical iteration method is used to reduce and divide the Hilbert space into four quarter subspaces. The essence of their method is the following. First, one constructs a correspondence between the computational basis and the set of the 2n-qubit quantum states |x ↔ |x 2n = |a 1 a 2 ...a 2n and denotes the qubit symbols a 1 a 2 ...a 2n by S(x).
The first j qubits are denoted by S j (x), and one sets S(x G ) = 000...0. With the definition
and
where ∨ is "OR" operation, they then construct the sign-flipping operator
and the "inversion about the average" operator
where |s k+1 = −I s k I k |s k and |s 0 = |s . It is called "dynamical" because the sign-flipping and the "inversion about the average" operators change as one performs the iterations.
Their strategy is to use Grover's algorithm dynamically to divide the Hilbert space into four quarter spaces and move into the "correct quarter space" with the oracle until the dimension of the correct quarter space is four, called "magic number 4". In contrast, our algorithm is much simpler because we only divide the Hilbert space all at once. Furthermore, the operations stipulated are oracle-independent except the "trivial" operation via U f .
Finally, we note that our algorithm is not sensitive to the initial state one prepares in a certain sense. For instance, we can prepare a different state |s X,θ such as
with a = sin θ, b = cos θ, and θ being an arbitrary number. (This means we have an additional degree of freedom in our computational method.) The new |0 X,θ and |1 X,θ are then
Clearly, It is nothing but a coordinate transformation. If for some reason this is the preferred representation, we will have to do the measurement for the first n − 2 qubits after
Step 6 and reprepare the last two qubits by Hadmard transformation on |0 for the last two qubits. Then we can go directly to Step 8. It can be easily verified that our algorithm can still reach the oracle with probability 1.
In summary, we have shown that a new quantum computational algorithm is capable of zeroing in at the correct oracle in a huge database of number N in only a small number of steps which scales like log N. This method is based on an appropriate partitioning of the Hilbert space and a projection of the intermediate states on a judiciously chosen direction.
The iteration procedure is conceptually and physically simple to implement, thus providing one with a very efficient method for database search among existing algorithms. We also showed that the generalization of the method to the simultaneous search of several oracles is rather straightforward and trivial. 
